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zARTAND DESIGN



An and Design contribuxes immensely in all areas ofthe seeiety specifically

Social cultural
- Economic
~ Political
- Utilitarian
- Communicaiion
7 Personal expression
~ Philosophy

- Carharsis

Time is a wide range of career opportunities in the field of Art and Design. Graduaies of

An and Design can mke Up any following professions,

A Priming

- Painting
- Film/RV video gaphic designing
- Photographing

_ - Landscaping
~ Basket making
- Sculpting
- Graphic designing
- Interim designing
- Architectural designing
- Studio set designing
- Art crifiquing
- Curio a'nistry
- Toy making
— 5mg: managing
- Theatre designing
- Illustrating
- Cannon making
- Animation artistry

Forensic artistry
- Puppeteering

K - Website designing

~ Advertising andmsrxeting anistry

, , Jewellery designing
- Ilatel/kimhen artistry

» Product designing

, Make up artisn'y

- An teaching

This subject-strongly interlocks within the political, economic and social cultural fabric of

the Nation -



General Objectives

By the end of the course the learner should be able to:

I. produce artworks for aesthetic and utilitarian function through creative exploration
of the principles and elements of Art and Design.

express their eruptions, feelings, ideas and Experiences to commmricate through
works of Art and Design

explore the physical environment as a source of'mspirat‘ion, ideas and materials to
produce works of art.

acquire good crafiszmarmbip as they develop a systematic approach in solving Art
and Design problems and tasks.

integrate acquired skills, concepts mid altitudes to enrich their understanding of and
performance in other fields of study and activities

exchange ideas and skills throth group activities within the school, local-

communities and other i‘nstimtions at national and international levels.

apply contemporary technology in solving Anrand Design problems.

apply the acquired knowledge and attitudes for self-reliance in the world pfwork.

appreciate their own and other peoples’ artistic and cultural heritage.
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Form One

INTRODUCTION TO ART
AND DESIGN

(Time: 2 Lessons)

Specific Objects
By the endnfihe topic, the

learner should be able to:
I. define An and Design
b. slaw and explain the

importance ofAn and
Dwign in individuals

1:. state and explain the
importance ofArt and
Design in society.

d. discuss the relationship
between Creative Arts and
An and Design.

e. relate Art and Duign to
various career
opportunities.

Cunlent
DefinitionMM and Design
importance ofA11 and Design to
the-

« dieindxvidual
. mm“), .
ReviewofCreafiveAm
AnandDesignasabasisfm
varioucarwns

ELEMENTS AND
PRINCIPLES OF ART AND
DESIGN
(Tile: 4 lessons)

Specific Objectives
By the end of the topic, Ibe
learner should be able lo:
a) identify and dmribe the

elements and principles of
Art md Design

b) discuss the role of the
elements and principles of
Art and Design in
ZDimensimal and 3
Dimensional works

2.1.0

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.3

3.0.0

3.1.0

Content

Elements ofAIt and Design
~ line
. shape

- value
- texture

- colour
. W

- mass

- solids
— voids

Principles ofArt and Design
- Balance
- Proporfion

' - Movement
— Rhyihm
- Contrast
_ l: . .

- Harmony

Um? .
Uses ofelements and principle:
ofArt and Dm'gn

DRAWING
(Time: )5 Lawn:5)

Specific objective:
By :36 aftlw topic, the learner
shouldbe able to:
3) identify and use appropriate

materials and tools in
drawing simple pictorial
compositions.

b) observe, analyze and draw

simple natural and man-

made forms and Was
in mate difl‘erent
impressions on a variety of
Sin-faces. '

u) use skills ofpresentation
and display to enhance the
final appearance ofthe
drawings.

d) make an envelope folder for
the finished work.



I.) w m

3.2.4

3.2.5

4.0.0

Content

Materials and tools

Drawing pictorial compositions
from imagination
- natural forms
- man made forms and

structures

Presentation and Display
- Tnnuning
- Mounting
- Finishing
- Framing
. Display

Critique

- Observation
~ Appreciation
~ Critique/commmts
- Discussian
- Assessment

Folder making
- Envelope folder
- Storage ofthe work

i’AINTlNG
(Time: 18 lessons)

Specific Objectives
By the end ofropic, the learner
should be able to:
a) appreciate the role of

painting in Kenya
b) identify, and discuss the

elements and principle of
an and design in painting 2
dimensional works.

c) analyse and appreciate the
behavibur ofdifferent
culouzs

d) identify and describe the
use Ufa variety of materials
and tools for pa? 5 an
different surfaces

2) select and skillfully use a
variety nftools and

4.2 .2

4.2.4

4.2.5

4.2.5

materials to produce
paintings in different
techniques.

i) use skills Dfpresenlatinn to
enhance the final
appearance ot'their
paintings.

Content

Role ofpainting in Kenya
- Aesthetics
~ Social-cultural
- Econcumic
» Political
. eligruus/rimalistic
- Utilitanan

Elements ofan and design in
painting 2 Dimensional (2D)
works

- Colour
- Tone/value
» Texture
— Line
— Shape
- Farm

Principles of art and design in
painting 2 D works

» Balance
- Rhythm/movement
- Proportion
» Dominance
- Unity

, Materials and tools for painting »
- Media
- surfaces
- tools

Techniques
— Washes
. Dabbing
~ Dry brush -

Behavinur/propertlesofcoleur ’ I
» Hue
- Value. tone
» Intensity

  



 

4.2.8

4.2.10

5.0.0

Exercises in
Colour wheel

— Tonal Value

- Mono chrome
v Single still life form

- Pattern making

Exercises in painting pictorial

compositions form observation

memory and imagination on

eifects of child rights,

deformsmtion and HIV &Ale

on the family. 5.2.0

Presentarion and Display' 52.1

- Trimming

- Mounting
A Framing

« Display

Critique
5.2.2

~ Observation

- Appreciation

- Critique/co rnments

— Discussion

» Assessment

GRAPHIC DESIGN

[Time ,21 lessons)

u. N l4)

Specifie‘objectives

By the end of the topic, the

learner should be able to:

5) define the term Graphic

Design

b) state the role of Graphic

Design in Art and Design

c) identify and explain the

slnlcturc and characteristics 51,4

of different types of letter

forms in relation to space.

d) apply skills, materials and

tools in the construction of

letter forms.

2) apply skills, material and

tools in designing and .

composing stare-merits.

f) define the term calligraphy

and state its role in Graphic

Design

 

54) analyze and appreciate the
slructure ofcalligraplnc
letterlozmsi

it) apply skills. materials and

tools In write numerals.
letters, wards and
statements in cal ligaphy

i) employ the skills of

presentation to enhance the

final appearance of the

yaphic work.

Content

Definition and concept

A concept

- definition

- role in Art and Design

TYPOGRAPHY

A anatomy oflettu- forms

- sefifs
- sans serif:

, letter construction
- 2 Dimensional (1D)

- 3Dimensional (3D)

- Word construction
‘ Statements

Characteristics of letter forms

- Size
- Colour
- Weight
A Condensed
- Distorted

- Expanded

Calligraphy
, Concept
~ definition
- Calligraphic pens

- words

- Calligraphic
stroked/lettering

. Words
- Statements



 

52.6

6‘0.“

 

Exercises on short calligraphic
messages to create awareness on
contemporary and currcnt issuessuch as the plight nfstreet
children, drug and substance ofabuse Huang the youth etc.

Presentation and Display
- Trimming

‘~ Finishing
- Mounting
~ Display

Critique
» Observation
~ Appreciation
~ Critique/comments
- Discussion
» Assessment

ORNAMENTS
(Time 6 lessons)

Specific Objectives
By the end of the topic, the
leamcr should be able to:
3) identify and describe the

concept of ornaments and
jewellery making
define man-menu and
jewellery

c) ide 'md explain the ’
fun nous ofomaments.

d) identify a variety of
matcrials used in the
making of ornaments and
jewellery

e) identify and analyse
techniques ofdecoration in
the making of ornaments.

f) State and describe the
processes of decoration in
the making of ornaments

g) Explore and use the
environment as a source of
inspiration and of materials
for making omaments.

  

6.20

6.2.1

6.2.2
6.2.3

6.2.4

6.2.5

6.26

6.2.7

 

h) Use materials, tools and
processes skillfully to make
ornaments and jewellery

i) Appreciate the use of
ornaments and jewellery in
our cultural and
contemporary society

j) use skills ofpresentation to
enhance the final
appearance ofthe
ornaments and jewellery

Content

Concept of ornaments and
jewellery

‘ ~ Definition
- Description

Materials, tools and equipment
Sourcing of designs
‘ C

- Inorganic
. Abstract
Processes in the making of
ornaments and jewellery
~ bead work
- bone work
~ leather work
~ metal work
- papier mache
- wood work
Techniques ofdecoration
— bead work
- painting
» burning
- ineising

Exercise in making jewellery
and ornaments from existing
forms

Presentation and Display
Finishing

. Mounting

 



6.2.8

7.00

7.2.0

7.2.2

Critique
~ Observation
7 Appreciation

- Critique/commen‘lsl
discussion

- Assessment

WEAVING

(Time; 6 lessons)

Specific Objectives
By ihe end oflhe topic, the
learner should be able to:
3) define the concept of

weaving
b) identify and dmn‘be the

characlerisfics ofplain and
will weaves 1

(2) "identify materials tools and

equipment appropriate for
plain and will weaves.

d) Produce woven inems using
plain and/or twill weave on
a loom.

e) Use the skills of
pmntalion and display to
enhance lhe appearance of
their woven works

Cnntent

Concepts ofweaving
» Definition
- Description

Char aexeristics
- Plain weave

10

7.2.4

7.2.5

7.2.6

 

- Balanced
. - Warp-faced
I Wefiufaced

I Openwork

- Twill weave '
I ZIZthllweave
I 311 twlllweave

Material and tools
7 Yam
— Rigid heddle 190m
- 'Dowel loom
- Frame loom
- Shunle _
- Serrated cardboard loom
— Beater
- Banana fibres
- .Sisal

Make woven items using any of‘
the looms by applying the »
techniques 0fweaving
- Plain weave
- Twill'weave

Prtsentalian and display
» Trimming
- Finishing
~ Display

Critique
— Observation
- Appreciation
- Criliqueleomm“ents/

discussions
» assessment



Form Two

DRAWING
(Time 15 lessons)

Specific Objectives
By the end of the topic, the
learner shouldbe able us:
a) observe and record in

details the structures of
natural and man-made
forms using the drawing

skiils and techniques
acquired.

b) define and discuss the item
perspective.

o) apply the principle of linear
perspective in drawing
forms and pictorial
compositions

d) use imagination and
creativity in drawing
pictorial compositions to
incorporate the principle of
perspective

e] employ skills of
presentation to enhance the
final appearance of
drawings done.

f) make an expandable folder
for storing the finished
works. .

Content

Detailed studies ofthe structures
of
- Manmade forms
- Natural

Perspective
- Definition and concept
. Linear perspective
- One point perspective

- Two point perspective

8.2 3

8.2.7

11

 
 

Exercises in linear perspectiVe
. One point perspective

- Two point perspective
— Views

. Worms eye

' Birds eye
I Eye level

Drawing pictorial compositions

ot‘rnanmede and natural forms
by applying the principle of
perspective

Presentation and Display
. Trimming
7 Mounting

~ Finishing
- Display

Folder Making.
Expandable folder

» Storage ofthe works

Critique
» Observation
- Appreciation
- Critiqudcommems
- Discusn'on
- Assessment

PAINTING
(Time 21 lessons)

Specific Objectives
By the end of the topic, the

learner should be able to:
3) Apply the skills of

observation to record the
structure of natural
manmade and human forms

17) Use the painting skills
acquire to paint natural
man-made an human forms

c) Apply the skills of
presentation to enhance the
final appearance of the
painting.



v
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9.2.0

9.2.1

9.2.2

9.2.3

9.2.4

10.0.0:

”1.1.0

Cuuients

Observing and recording details

of the structures of
Natural forms
Man made forms
Human forms

Painting delailed studirs from

observation

Natural forms
Man-made furrns
Human figures

Presentation and display

Trimming
Mounting

Framing

Display

Criu'que
Observation
Appreciation
Critique lcommcnls/
discussion
Awessrnent

GRAPHIC DESIGN

(Time: 24 1550135)

Specific Objectives
By the end or the topic, the
learner should be able go:

a)

Vb)

define rlre Ierms layout.

illnsuaLions, book designs,

book covers and posters and

appreciate their role in

graphic design

use the elements and

principles of graphic desigi

'_ to create illusumions, book

g)

designs. book covers and

StCl‘S

apply the skills and

knowledge learnt in

producing a final artwork

for a SpaCiflC purpose.

12

10.2.1!

10.2.l

d) appreciate the role of the

elemerus and principles of

graphic design in layout
e) use skills ofpresemation to

enhance the final

appearance ofthe graphic

woflc. -

Content

Layout
- Definition
- Conceyt
- Elements and principles of

Ariand
Design in layout
— Types of layout

I Symmetrical
I Asymmetrical
I Radial

10.22 Designing and producing a

seasonal greeting cards

10.2.3

10.2.4

10.2.6

10.2.7

Illustrations
- Definition
- Concept

- Typesox‘illusrratims
I Textual
I Pimuriai
I Piclorialwit‘ntex:

Desigiing and producing a

poster on gii/en topical issue

such as poVeny eradication,

indusrrializalion, prevention 01‘

HIV&Al-DS scourge excl

Book Design
- Definition
~ Layout

Designing and producing a book

cover with a specific title

Presentation and display

- Mounting

- Framing

— Display



 

10.2.3

11.0.0

11.1.0

11.2.0

11.2.1

11.2.2

Critique
- Observation
- Apprecintion

- Critique/commmt/
discussion

- Assessment

COLLAGE
(Time 6 lessons)

Specific Objectives

By the end of the topic, the
learner should be able to:
8) identify, and describe the

concept and characteristics
of collage.

b) explore and use the
environment as a source of
both inspiration and
materials for making
collage.

c) identify and select suitable
materials in relation to
texture for the chosen
surface and subject matter.

(1) apply the technique of
collage makingto skillfully
produce pictorial

compositions
e) use skills ofpresentation to

enhance the appearance of
the collage compositions.

Cunlen:

Concept ofcollagc
~ Definition
- Description

Characteristics of collage
- Texture

~ Mum-media
, Superimposition

- Combined with painting
- 3 dimensional

13

11.2.3

11.2.4

11.2.5

11.2.6

12. 0.0

12.1.0

Materials, tools and processes

Exercises in producing pictorial

compositions on national issues
such as tree planting, pollution

of the environment, sickness and

disease through HIV & AIDS
pandemic, effect of child labour.

Presentation and display
finished montage works
- . Trinuning

- Mounting
- Framing
- Vanishing
_ Display .

Critique
' Observation
' Appreciation
. Critiqudeomn-ienm/

dismissifln
. Assessmcnl

MONTAGE '
Time: 6 Lesson)

Specific Objectives
By the end ofthe topic, the
learner should be able to:
a) identify, and describe the

concept and characteristics
of montage

b) explore and use the
' environment as a source of
inspiration and materials for
making montage

c) identify and select

appropriate tools and
materials for montage

d) apply the technique of
montage pictorial
composition

c) use skills ofpresentation to

enhance the appearance of
the montage composition .

 



12.2.0

12.2.1

122.2

12.2.3
12.2.4

12.2.5

12.1.6

13.0.0

13.1.0

Content

Concept
— Definition

- Description
Characteristics
- Sticking pictures

- Superimposirion
- Mono—media
~ 2Dimensionai
Materials.- tools and process

Exercises in producing pictorial

composition on issues such as

effects of child rights

tcclmology, desertification and

other cnvironmenial issues.

Presentation and display of

finished montage works

— Trimming

— Mounting

- Framing
- Vanishing
- Display
Critique
~ Observation

- Appreciation
~ Critique/comments
- DiscuSSinns
- Assssment.

FABREC DECORATlON

(Time 12 lessons)

SPECIFIC Objectives

By the end ofthe topic, the

leaner should able to:

a) state and discuss the role of

decorated fabrics.

b) identify and select

appropriim: materials and
(oils used in fabric
decoration.

c] sfate the chammristics of

resist method as a technique

of decorating fabrics

d) use the resist method Di _

fabrics decnration to mak:

fabrics of functional and

aesthetic Value

:) appreciats the role played

‘ by decorated fiibfics.

. f) use skills of presentation to

13.1.0

13.2.1

13.2.2 ,
' 13.2.3

13.2.4

13.2.5

13.2.6 Critique

enhance the appearanoe of

the decorate fabrics.

,Cultenl

Functions of decorated fabrics

- Aesthetics

- Economic

~ Religious

- Rim
- SOCEMuhlrral

~ Utilitarian

Materials tools and equipment

Techniques and'processes

- Resist
- Tie and dye

- Batik

Designing and producing fabrics

With Wine (hams such as
l' .

mmenml education, drug

abuse awareness as well as for

beauty.

Mention and display

- Trim-ding

- Ironing

- 'Mouming

— Hamming

- Planting

- Finishing

- Display

Obsewntion

- Appreciation
- Critique/comments!. .

- Assessment

 

i
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1 4.0.0 ORNAN! [His
(Time 6 lessons)

LLB Specificobiecliws
By the end nfthe topic, the

learner should be able to.
3) identify and describe

ornaments in relation in
function and soda-cultural
values.

17) identify and describe she
techniques of decorating
ornaments.

c) use materials and muls

skillfully in making and
decorating ornaments
using a combination of

techniques
(1) use skills of presentation to

enhance the final
appearance of the

nrnarnents and jewellery.

141.0 Content

14.2.1 Functions of Ornaments
- Identification
- Sane-mum
- Aesthetic
» Rituai/religiouslcercmonial

14.2.2 Matenals and Tools

14.2.3 Techniques of decoration
- Painting
. Printing
- Carving

- Stamping '

» Plaiting
— Buming

14.2.4 Designing and producing
ornaments for a Spefil in

function using a cnmbination of

techniques

15

 

N25

15.0.0

15.1.0

162.0

162.1

 

Pirscumtlm and Display

, F' 'sn

 

, Mounting

- Display

Critique
, Observation
» Apprectanon

- Critique/comments

~ Discussion
— Assessment

Vlr'EAVING

(Time 6 iessons)

Specific Objectives
fly the end of the topic, the \

learner should be able to:
:1) identify and describe the

characteristics oftwinning

and ghiordes knots,

1:) identify materials tools and
cquipnienL appropriate for
twinning and gluordes knots

c) pruduce a multi coloured
woven item using the
twinning and ghiordes knots
techniques on a flame. i

d) Use the skills of
presentation ofcnhance the
final appearance ofthe
woven items.

Cnntcnt

Twinning and ghiordes knots
Twining ‘

I Description ‘
~ Characteristics

Ghiordcs knots
I Descripticn
- Characteristics

 



 

ii
i.

15.21 Materials moi: and equipment 152 5 Presentation and disp|ay

Neatening
- Finishing
- Display

15.2.3 Techniques
« Twining 15.215 Critique

A Ghiordes knot - Observation
- Appreciation

15 1.4 Production of a multi—caluuzed - - CziLique/commems

woven item using a combinaliun - Discussion

oftechnique of twining and , - Assessment

ghiurdes know

 
15

  



  

  
   

  

   
   

  
  
   

 

   

  
   
  
  

  
  
   
  
  
  
  

   

  
  
  
  
   

   
   

   

   

16.0.0

16.1.0

16.2.0

16.1.1

16.2.3

 

   
  

DRAWING
(Time: 24 155mm)

Specific Objectives
By the end ofthe topic, the

learners shonldhe able to:
a) , observe, analyse, and record

in detail the human figure
and its proportions

b) make sketches of moving

and static human figures in

a specified time limit
6} use his/her imagination and

creativity to produce

pictorial compositions with
human figures

:1) use skills ofpresentation
and display to enhance the
final appearance of the
drawings.

Content

Human Figure

— Proportions ofthc human
figure

- Quick sketches of the
human figure in motion

, Detailed studies ofthe
human figure

Inge of irnaginadve

pictorial composition with
human figures on current issues
such'as ravages oleV & AIDS
pandemic, eg. sick people, care
of sick people. orphaned
children
Presentation and display
— Trimming
- Mounting

" Mat
. Window

~ Framing

- Finishing
Display

Form Three

16.2.4

16.2.5

1 7.0.0

1 7.1.0

Critique
< Qbsfi'valjon
« Appreciation

- Critique/comments!

discussion
— Assessment

Exhibition
- Organization of space
- Selection of exhibits
~ Display of 2D works

PAWTEVG
(Time: 28 Lessons)

Specific uhgectivu
By Lheend of the topic. the
learner should be able 10:
a) explain the techniques of

atmospheric perspective in
creating depth in painting of
sceneries. .

b) opplytbe technique of
atmospheric perspective to
make quick sketches of

natural, man-made and
human figures

6) develop skills of

observation by recording in

detail through drawing and
painting naiural, manmade

and living forms human
figures.

:1) apply the elements of Art
and Design to produce
painted compositions on
still life and sceneries from
memory and imagination.

e) use sldlls of presentation to
enhance the final
appearance of the paintings  



i

17.1.0

17.2.1

17.2.2

17.2.3

17.2.4

17.2.5

Canter“:

Materials and tools

Atmospheric perspective

— Tonal variations ofcolmrrs .

- Depth

Painting quick sketches of ‘
- Natural forms
- Man-made forms and

structures '
~ Human figures

Painting detailed Studies
» Mnn~made forms and

structures
- Natural forms , ,

- Human figures .‘ 1 ‘1.

Pmng comvosit‘rons Erma
memory and imaginmion

Mnn—mark. forms and
smug

— Natural forms
Samaria
Landscapes

Tmscaw .
Lmdsrnpcs

Semspcs
Living form:

Human
Insects
Animalsl
l
l
l

17.2.6 Presemation and display

- Trimming

- Mounting
I Ma!
I Windqw

— Framing

- Finishing

17.2.7 Exhibition
- Organizing of spans

- Selection of exlu'bits

- Display of2D works

13

17.2.8

18.0.0

18.1.0

18.2.0

l8.2.1

Critique
- Observation
. Appreciation
-' Critique/cammcnm/

discussion‘ '
~ Assessment

GRAHTC DESIGN
(Time: 20 Masons)

Specific Objectivns
By the end of the topig, the
lamer should be able In:
a) idendfy and describe

different visual and '
identification symbols

in) sun: and_describe the

systematic épproach in
solvinfi'é shim design
problms

c) apply the systematic
approach in designing and
producing a given .
identification symbol.

:1) stat: and dwefibe the
priming techniques used in

Graphic Design.
a) apyly a specific technique

In solve a given design

problem using the
sysemmicapproach of
problun solvingin design.

f) applv the skills of
presenmion and display in

enhance the appearance of

artworks.

Comm
- Visual Symbcls
- Road sip-rs
- Sport symbols

identification symbols
- Coat of arms
- Emblcm
- Badge
- Trademark
_ 10g,

 

 
i

 



18.2.2

18.2.3

18.2.4

18.2.5

l8.2.6

18.2.7

Design problem solving process
- Briefspecificanon from the

client
— Research
, Layout/composition
— Presentation to the client

Designing and producing a
given Visual identification
symbol using the systematic
approach to problem solving in
Graphic Design

Prinu'ng techniques
- Reliefprinting
- lntaglio printing
- Planographic printing
» Stencil printing
— Computer aided printing

Applying a specific printing
techniques to design a visual
identification symbol using the
problem solving approach to
solve a given design problems

Presentation and display
~ Trimming
- Mounting

' Mat
I Window

, Framing finishing
» Display
— CD covers
. cards
~ Visual symbols
- Posters
A Brochures

Exhibition
- Organization of space
- SelEcLiOn ofexhibits
- Display onD works

19

[8.2.8

19.0.0.

 

Critique
Observation
- appreciation
' Crirlque/cornmems/

discussion
- Assessment

POTTERY
(Time: 12 Lessons)

19.1.0 Specific Objectives
4By the end oftopic, the learner

should be able lo:
a)

b)

C)
d)

e).

g)

1:)

identify and describe the
properties of clay as a
material for pottery
identify and explain the two
Classes of clay and their
characteristics
prepare clay [or pottery
identify and describe the
appropriate materials and
tools for pottery
make containers and
decorative forms using hand
building techniques
identify andskillfiilly use
appropriate techniques in
decorating greenware.
store greenware
appropriately
apply bisque firing
technique as a finishing
process in pottery
use skills ofpresenmnon to
enhance the appearance of
the pottery works.



 

19.2.0

19.2.1

19.2.2

19.2.3

T914

19.2.5

l9.2l7

19.2.8

Content

Properties of clay
— Plasticity
- Porosity

< Viulficalion

Classification of clay
- Residual clay

- Sedimentary clay ‘

Prcpmtion of clay
- Cmshing ‘

. Slaking
- Mixing
- sieving

. Draining
» Wedging
- Storage
Materials, tools and Equipment

Hand Building Techniques
» Dig
A ' Coil
, Slab
v Ball/pellets
— Scoop

Greenwarc' Decorative
Techniques

- Ex ' in;
- inc mg

~ Stamping

» Burnishing
- Slip trailing
- lrllaying
. Embossing
- Embedding

  

Storage ofGreen Ware
» Storage racks
- Storllge room

Firing
A Saw dust kiln
- Bonfire kiln
- Open earth

l9.2.9 Exercises on both the hand
building and greenware

decoration techniques

19.2.10 Presentation and Display
~ Vamishing
- Finishing .
~ Open earth

19.2.11 Exhibition
- Observation
- Appreciation
- Critique/comments

ldiscussion
-‘ Assessment

20.0.0 MOSAIC
mine: 8Lessons)

Specific Objectives
By the end of the topic, the

learner should be able to:
a) identify aim analyse the

concept and characteristics
ol'mosaéc

b) explore anduse the
environment as a source of
built inspiration and
materials for making
mosaic

c‘j identify and salcct suitable
materials in Elation to
cnlour for the chosen
surfaces and subject matter

ofmasaie works
d) skillfully apply the

technique of mosaic making
to produce pictorial
compositions using colour,

e) appreciate the concept and
making of mosaic works of
an .

0 use skills of presentation to

enhance the appearance of

the mosaic compositions.

211..
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202.)

20.2.2

20.2.3
20.2.4

20.2.5

20.26

201.7

21.1.!)

Content

Concept

- Dcfi nition
- description
Characteristics of Mosaic
- Mono-media
- . Colour
- Tesserae
- Interstjces
Materials, tools and processes
Exercises in producing pictorial
compositions on topical issues
such as domestic idolencc, drug
abuse aspems ofI-[IV & AIDS
pandemic, children’s rights,
technological advancement etc.
Presentation and display
~ Trimming

- Mounting
~ Framing
. Vanishing
Exhibition
- Exhibits
« Display
~ Space
Critique
- Organization of space
» Selection of exhibits
- Display of
7 2D Works
- 3D works

FABRIC DECORATEON
(Time: 16 Lessons)

Specific Objectives
By the end ofthe topic, the
learner should be able to:
a) identify and describe the

technique of printing in
fabric decoration.

b) explore and use the
environment as a source or
ideas for the development
ofan appropriate motif for
decorating liabrics

u) use the motif creatively to
make repeat patterns

21.2.0'

21.2.!

21.22.

21.2.3

2124

21.2.5

21.2.6

 

    
   
  

   
  

  
   

    
  
    

   

 

  

 

  

  

 

   

   

  
  

   

d) identify, select and use
appropriate materials and
tools no slcillfially produce
prints on fabric for a
specific purpose. .

e) apply precision skills of
registration to produce
prints on a fabric in more
than one colour.

f) Use the skills of
presentation to enhance the
final appearance of
decorated fabrics.

Content

Printing'f'echniques
< Stoncil
- Screen

Bicclc

Materials, tools and equipment

Development ofrnotifi
- Abstract origins
- Organic origins
~ Inorganic orig'ms

Repeat patterns
- ’ Square network
, Regular
- Full drop
- Half drop
7 Alternate g» Inverse

  

  
Exercises on repeat patterns
using different motifs.       

  
Printing of fabrics by applying
the skills ofregistration to
produce prints on fabrics, in
more than one colour
- Registration
- Printing

    
          

       

  

 



 

21.2.7

21.2.8

212.9

22.020

21.1 .0

Presentation and display of
finished works
- Mounting finishing
- Trimming
- Hamming

- Fleeting
- Ironing

Exhflwition
- Granulation of space

- Selectiwu ofexhibits

~ Display of2D works

Critique
- Observation
- Appreciation

- Critiquelcvmmenm
discussion

- Assessment

SCULPTURE
(Time: 20 Lessons)

Specific Objectives
By the end of this topic. the

learner should be able to:

3) identify and describe types
of sculpture

1)) identify and describe the

elements and principles of
Art and Design in mulpmre

c) select and describe
appropriate materials and
tools for modeling, carving
and construction

d) use appropriate materials
tools, equipment and
techniques in the execution

of a sculpture of functional
and aesthetic function

e) use skills of presentation tu

enhance the final
appearance cfthe sculptures

produced.

22

22,2.”

22.11

22.2.2

22.2.3

22.2.4

22.2 .5

121.6

Content

Sculpture
Definition
Concept

Elements and principles of Art

and Design in sculpture

Elements
- Line and contour
I Plane
- Solid/mass
I Void/hollows
I Texture
I Colour

Principles of Art and Design in

sculpture

I Rhythm and movement

I Dominance '

I Contrast
- Harmony/Unity

I Proportion

I Balance

Types of Sculptures
Relief:

Law/baa relief
mg}- relief
inverse/intrigue
Sculpture in the round

 

Materials, tools and equipment 1

far swlpturc

Techniques and processes of l

sculpture ‘
Madeling
I Pellets/ball
I Slab
I Cuil
Carving
Construction
Welding/soldcdng/rlvcting
Gluing

Tying
Nailing



Production ofwoxks of 3culprure
of functional and aesthetic value
for a specific purpose
Presentau'an and display
- Painting
7 Varnishing
- Display
Exhibition
- Organimjon of space
» Selecu‘on of exhibits

- Space

- 2D works
— 313 work

22.2.10Critique
- Observation
» Appreciah’on
— Critiqudoomments/

discussion
— Assessment

  



 
23.0.0

23.1.0

23.2.0

N u: 't
u

23.2.2

Form Four

DRAWING 23.2.3

Time: 24 L550“)

Specific Objectives
By end ofthe topic, the learner

shnuld be able m:
a) make quick sketches of

moving and static forms in

a specified time limit.

l7) observe, analyse and record

in details man-made fonns,
natural forms. human

forms, animal forms, and

sceneries using pen and ink

c) employ the elements and

principles ofArt and Design

creatively to draw pictorial
compositions from
i) observation

ii) imagination
iii) memory

d) use skills ofpresentation

and display to enhance the

final appeamce offlie

drawings

23.2.4

23.2.5

Content

Quick sketches of moving and

static forms
Natural

- Man-made

- Human
, Animal

Detail studies of
- Human figures
— Animal figures

- Man—made stnictures and

forms
- Sceneries

213

Pictorial compositions on

pertinent contemporary issues

such as drug and substance

abuse, social responsibility,

eflects of environmental

pollmion from
- Observation

» Imagination

— Memory

Presentation and Display

— Finishing
- Mounting

- Framing

, Display

Exhibition
- Portfolio ,

- Organization of space _

- Selection cf exhibits
- Display

~ Stands
- Props

Critique
— observation
- appreciation
- Critique/commend

discussion
7 assessment

    



 

241.“)

24.1.0

24.2.0

24.2.l

2422

24.2.3

24.2,4

PAINTING
(Time : 24 Lessons)

Specific Objectives
By the end of the topic, the
learner should be able to:
a) make detailed studies «it n

hunmn figure
b) use panitingsldlls and

techniques acquired to paint
the human figure from
observation

c) analyse mid appreciate
different styies and
technique ofpainting

d) use skills of presentation to
enhance the final
appearance of the
paintings

Content

Details studies of
~ full structure ofhuman

figure ‘
- parts ot‘the human figure

Painting of structure ofthe
human figure
- Full figure

- Studies ofparts

Presentation and display
. Trimming
- MO'Jmil’lg

' Mal
' Window

- Framing
.- Finishing
- Display

Exhibition
- Portfolio
» Organization of space
- Selection of exhibits
- Display

25

24.2.5:

25.0.0

3)

b)

c)
d)

6)

Cntique

- Observation
» Appreciation
. Critiquelcomments/

discussion »
- Assessment

GRAPHIC DESIGN
(Time: 24 Lessons)

Specific Objectives
By the end of the topic, the
learner should be able to:
define and design appropriate
corporate identifies

apply the elements and
principles ofgraphic design ta
create appropriate calligraphic
letterings and illustrations
according to given
specifications.
define cartoons and animation
créste cartoon characters and
compose a cartoon strip
use the sln'lls acquire in cartoon
drawing to produce 2d
animation
use skills Dfpresenta tion and
display to enhance the final
appearance ofthe graphic
works.

Cuntenl

Corporate identities

- Office stationery
I Letterheads
I Envelopes
- Business cards
' Advertising

' Whipping Paper
- Packaging



 

252.2

25 2.3

252.5

252.7

25.2.8

Calligraphic lettering and

illustrations
» Wallhanging

I Textual
- Pictorial with text

- Brochures
- Posters

Desi g of posters, brochures
and lea at: on topical issues
such as l-llVJkAlDS awareness,
environmental education, child

rights, industrial developments
BIC.

Animated cartoons
- Cartoons

I Caricatures
I Comics
' 2D animatiun
- Animated flipbook

Cartoon characters
- Human
, Animal

Applying the skills learnt in
creations of cartoons to make
cannon characters and produce a
2 D animated strip

Presentation and display
- Trimming

- mounting
- Mat

' Window
— Framing

- Finishing
- Operating

Exhibition
- Portfolio
A Organization of space

- Selection of exhibits
- Display

I Stands
I Props

26

25.2.9

26.0.0

26.1.0

26.2.0

. 26.2.1

26.2.2

26.2.3

26.2.4

 

Critique
- Observation
» Appreciation
— Critique/comments’

discussion
_ - Assessment

POTTERY
(Time: 12 Lessons)

Specific Objectives
By the end ofthe topic, the
Icame: should be able to:
a) Make decorative items

using a combination ofhand
building techniques

b) Employ decorative

techniques creatively on the

fired works cfpnttery,
c) Use skills nf presentation to

enhance the final
appearance of items made.

Content

Hand Building techniques
- punch

- coil
- slab
- ball/pellets
- scoop

Bisque Firing
- Open firing

- Closed firing

Decorative techniques
- Bumishing
A lncising
- Inlaying

Presentation and display.

- Vamishing
- Finishing

7 Display



 

6.2.6

7.0.0

Exhibition
- Organizati n ufspace
» Selection exhibits
7 Displays of3D works

Critique
- Observation .
- Appreciation
7 Critique/comment/

discussion
- Assessment

SCULPTURE
Time: i2 Lessons)

Specific Objectives
By the end oftliese topics, the
learners should be able to
3) Define the concept of

casting

b) Identify and describe the
charactbristics,
possibilities and
limitations of casting as a
technique of sculpture

c) Use tools, materials,

equipment and casting

techniques to produce a
scuipture

:1) Use skills ofpiuentatiun
to enhance the final
appearance of the
sculptures produced.

271.0

27.7“]

27.2.2

27.2.5

27.2.5

27.2.7

27

- C oncept
- Definition
- Description
- Process

Materials tools and equipment
for casting

» Clay
- Slip
- Plaster of Paris
7 Moulds

Techniques

- Press mould
- Slip mould

Production of works of sculpture

of both financial and aesthetic
value by applying the casting
teehniq'nes. ‘
Presentation and display

~ Finishing
—' Fixing
- Varnishing
< Painting

Exhibition
- Organization offline
- Selection ot'exhabits
- Display ef3D works

Critique
- Observation
- Appreciation
. Critique/coments/

discussion 5
- Assessment



 

5.2 5

6.2.6

Exhibition
- Organizati n of space

. » Selection 0 exhibits
- Displays DfSD works

Crititme
A Observation _
~ Appreciation

- Critique/comment!

discussion
. AsseSsment

SCULPTURE
Time: 12 Lessons)

Specific Ohjectives
By the end ofthese topics, the
learners should be able to
a) Define the concept of

casting

1)) Identify and describe the
charactkrisfics,
possibilities and

limitations of casting as a
technique of sculpture.

c) Use tools, mamials,

equipment and casting

techniques to produce a
scuipmre

:1) Use skills ofpresentation

to whence the final
appearance of the
sculpmres produced.

27

27.1.0

272.1

27 2.5

27.2.5

27.2.7

Content

Casting
- Concept

- Definition
- Description

- Process

Materials tools and equipment
for casting

- Clay

- Slip
. Plaster of Paris
~ Moulds

Techniques
- Pressmouid
- Slip mould

Production ofworks nf sculpture
of both financial and aesthetic
value by applying the casting
techniques ‘
Piescutation and display

« Finishing
— Filing
- varnishing
~ Painting

Exhibition
- Organization ofsuacc
- Selection ot'cxhabits
» Display cf3D works

Critique
— Observation
- Appreciation
. Critique/coments/

discussion 5
- Assessment
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SUGGESTED TEACHING AND

LEARNING RESOURCES

INTRODUCTION
Reso urce persons

Arlifacts
Magazines
Books
Cut outs
Newspapers

Posters

ELEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES OF
ART AND DESIGN

I Pens
- Rulers
a Erasers
- Paper

- Charcoal
- Colour wheel
-_ Textured forms

o Samples of art works
Realia

DRAWING

- Pencils
I Pens
- Charcoal

Chalk
Crayons

Rulers

View Finder

Glue
Cello tape

Pastel
Felt pens
Drawing surfaces
- paper
- Boards

- Cloth
o Manmade and natural forms
a Live animals and human models
- Visits to places of interest such as;

- Arr exhibitions
- Museums

, Industries

l
a
n
e

0
.
.
.
:
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Workshops

- galleries

PAINTING

t
o
.
.
.
t
e
n
s
i
l
e
-
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o
h
I
O
o
-
o
l
o
u

w
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u
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Pens

Coloured pencils
Charcoal
Crayons

Bnishes
Chalk
Paints
Canvas
Pullet knives
Artifacts
Blades

Scissors
Rulers
Varnish
Fixalive
Labels
Magnifying glass
Mass media
Pastel
Inks
Dyes

Paper

Boarcls
Cloth
Samples of artworks
Sponge

Man made and natural forms
Samples ofpainting by Kenyan

artists
Mounting boards

Adhesives
Glue
Masking tapes
Cello tape

Marimade structures
Live models _
Newspaper and magazine clippings



COLLAGE

Sample of college wmposiuons

Adhesive
.
.
r Supports

- Reference books/magazines/cuniugs

- Cutting (ools

- Seeds
- Fabrics
. Beads

I Paints
. Brushers

- Mounting boards

a Varnish

- Plaster anaris

o Pliers

- Sand paper

MONTAGE

Samples ofmontage cnmpcsitim‘s

Reference hooks

Picture cut outs

Adhesive

Boards

Miscellaneous drawings and paintings

Canvas

Cutting wuls

Mounting materials

Panning materials

Varnishl
a
c
o
n
i
c
-
n
o
n

MOSAIC
- Smples of mosaic compositions

. Inference banks

- Suppons

- Banana fibre

- P aper

I Glass

u Seeds
. Egg shells

29
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WEAVING
- Samples of woven items

. Rigid heddle loom
- Yam
- Bearer

- Frame loom
0 Seeds

- Banana fibres

- Sisal fibres

SCULPTURE

~Samples of sculpture

n Reference books

- Adze

D Axe

- Pangas

- Chisels
. Carving knives

. MoJeling stands

. Existing forms ofmoulds

' Plaster ofParis

I Display surfaces

0 V amis'h

- Paims

0 Sand paper

0 Brushes

o Burnishing tools

- Clay

. Slip

FABRICDECORATION

Samples of decorated fabrics

Reference books

Resource persons

Printing blocks

Dyes and inks

Fixativcs

Wax

S cissms

Roliers

Brushes

Tjanting reel

Needles
Iron boxes

Meunfing boards

Tracing paper

   



Carbon papers
Thread
Paper

Paper stencils

Chalk
Polythene
Pegs
Screen
Squeegee
Blades
Pens
Pencils
Buckets
Surfaces
Paints

c
u
e
-
o
u
n
c
e

POTTERY

- Clay
0 Greenware
O Fired work
- Reference books

I Greg
0 Sticks for mixing

I Cutting lines

I Sieves
0 Dying bath
0 Varnish
I Paints
a Wedging surface
- Polythene bags
- Plastic containers

I Dug pits

- Hammer
- Rolling pins
- Kidney scrapers

0 Open earth kilns.
I Decorative tools

0 Sharp pointed tools

I Stamping tools
I Bmshes
I Burnishing tools

I Snooping tools

0 Samples of pottery work

- Spoonlfl at knife
- Polished stones
0 Slip

30 

Embedding mumrials
Embossing tools

Bricks
Saw dust
Firewood

Dry grass
Martins
Storage nicks

Storage moms

Display Mfr-rm

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Samples of graphic design work

Drawing instruments and equipment
Pens
Pencils
Rulers
Geometrical sets

Paper
Samples of calliyaphic worls

Samples ofbamboo pens, inks and

pens, chads,

Display surfing

Sarnplu of layout
Samples of cards

Manilapapa
Saigon
Blades
Samples of graphic illustrations

Samples of posters

Samplu orbuok cover:

Samples of page layout

Samples ofidentificarion symbols
Samples of charts

Sample of prints

Rollers
Printing tool: and equipment

Adhesive
Inks
Finished artworks
Display wmer
Cutting blades
Mounting board

Samples ofcorporate identities

Posterhaaints/colours
Calliyaphie pens

l
i
e
-
w
e
l
t
.

I
0
0
0
0
u
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
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RNAMENTS . Adhesives
Reference books 0 Sharp tools

Sample: cf ornaments and jewellery a Papier mache‘
holcbooks o Publications
Pens . Flora
Paints I Fauna
Beads 0 Open fire kiln
Suings - Pins
Vamish - Samples of ornaments for
Bone identification and ceremony.

Wood
Clay

Leather Suggested Teaching Methods

€112!“ c Question and answer
:2“: 3 er . Explanation

P ,P - Story telling
Mounting innards I Discussion
owing km“ . ‘ Dramatizalion/sldr
Stnmpmg “WIS - Demmstration
gfigzers 0 Field trips and excursions

. Rnle le
Needles P y .
B h 0 Team work and exchange of ideas
rus es and experience

Tweezers _ Research
Heat source
Burning tmls

:uggested Methods of Assessment

1. Practical work
2. Oral questions
3. \Vrinen quizzes
4. Cn‘nqu:
5, Written tcsrs an examinations
6. Group discussions and reports

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT FINAL ASSESSMENT

a) Theory - Oral - Written paper
0 Writtmaper

5) Pmflicais . Objective observation of . Objeciive
completed work and work observarion of
in progress completed work

0 - Criquue     
31


